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ABSTRACT 

Dedicated bus lane (DBL) and transit signal priority 
(TSP) are two effective and low-cost ways of improving the 
reliability of transits. However, these strategies reduce the 
capacity of general traffic. This paper presents an integrated 
optimization (IO) model to improve the performance of inter-
sections with dedicated bus lanes. The IO model integrated 
geometry layout, main-signal timing, pre-signal timing and 
transit priority. The optimization problem is formulated as a 
Mix-Integer-Non-Linear-Program (MINLP) that can be trans-
formed into a Mix-Integer-Linear-Program (MILP) and then 
solved by the standard branch-and-bound technique. The 
applicability of the IO model is tested through numerical 
experiment under different intersection layouts and traffic 
demands. A VISSIM micro simulation model was developed 
and used to evaluate the performance of the proposed IO 
model. The test results indicate that the proposed model 
can increase the capacity and reduce the delay of general 
traffic when providing priority to buses.

KEY WORDS
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1. INTRODUCTION

Provision of highly reliable transit services has 
been widely realized as an effective way to reduce traf-
fic pressure on congested urban roads [1]. To improve 
the reliability of transits, transit signal priority (TSP) 
and dedicated bus lane (DBL) were proposed to opti-
mize the allocation of space and time resources on the 
road. The DBLs provide dedicated lanes to avoid mix-
ing buses with general traffic, and with TSP buses can 
pass the intersection with a requested priority signal 
phase. Due to their low-cost feature and effectiveness 
for mitigating traffic congestion, DBL and TSP have 

become pervasive throughout the major cities in the 
world. Especially in China, among the 70 major cities, 
more than 80% of them have DBLs and 40% have bus 
rapid transit (BRT) that are often provided with TSP.

Properly designed DBL and TSP can significantly 
improve transit reliability in terms of reducing delay 
and travel time fluctuation of buses caused by gen-
eral traffic and signal control. However, most of the 
implementations failed to consider the capacity and 
delay of general traffic. The method used to provide a 
highly efficient TSP usually changed the signal control 
timing dramatically, which brought negative impacts 
on general traffic regarding the dimension of time. 
The DBL occupied the lanes for buses only, which dis-
turbed the general traffic regarding the dimension of 
space. To overcome the drawbacks of transit priority, 
this paper focused on providing bus priority on dedi-
cated bus lanes as well as maximizing the capacity of 
intersections. An integrated optimization (IO) method 
for lane assignment and traffic signal control has been 
developed in this paper based on the concept of using 
one or more of general traffic lanes as variable lanes 
for both left-turn traffic and through traffic. The optimi-
zation model is formulated as a Mix-Integer-Non-Lin-
ear-Program (MINLP), in which the lane assignment, 
main-signal timing, pre-signal timing and transit prior-
ity are integrated. The applicability and performance 
of the proposed IO model is tested by numerical ex-
periments and VISSIM simulation under different geo-
metric layouts, bus priority demands and flow rates of 
general traffic.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The 
literature is reviewed on research of DBL, TSP, vari-
able lanes and pre-signal control. The development 
of IO method is introduced, including the concept of 
the IO scenario, the MINLP model and the solution 
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method. The evaluation methods and test results of 
the proposed method are then presented. Conclusions  
and recommendations for the future work are given in 
the final section.  

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Smith Wilbur conducted the earliest bus pre-emp-
tion experiment, which gained significant reduction on 
buses travel time [1]. A large number of studies fol-
lowed and focused on TSP strategies. Many of these 
studies focused on TSP timing strategies [2, 3], and 
the comparison and evaluation of the proposed strat-
egies using either simulation or field data [4-9]. Con-
ditional transit signal priority strategies were provided 
according to the bus schedule and provided only if 
the buses were behind the schedule [10-13], which 
would reduce the ineffective signal priority. Ma et al. 
[12] established a linear model to generate TSP strat-
egies in case the priority was effective. Hao et al. [13] 
proposed a TSP method based on transit schedule, 
which provided priority between two successive bus 
stops, and calculated bus priority time from the last 
bus stop to the first one in order to keep the TSP effec-
tive. Besides TSP, DBL is also an effective measure in 
providing transit priority and improve transit reliability 
[3, 6, 14]. Combined with intermittent bus lane (IBL), 
DBL shows its benefit in transit priority as well as in 
reducing disturbance to general traffic flows [15, 16]. 

Variable lane is an effective measure addressing 
the problem of traffic flow changing at different time 
periods and the problem of congestion. Daganzo et 
al. [17] introduced the concept and implementation 
method of dynamic lane assignment for freeway con-
gestion mitigation as part of the California PATH Pro-
gram of the University of California. Lam et al. [18] 
developed a model integrating both the design of 
land-use and signal-phase control at isolated intersec-
tions and performed the optimization simultaneous-
ly to produce a better overall result. Zhao et al. [19] 
developed a two-step optimization model for dynamic 
lane assignment at isolated signalized intersections to 
solve the congestion problem. The arm-group-based 
model overcame the shortcoming of static lane mark-
ing and fully utilized the existing traffic facilities. Zhao 
et al. [20] also proposed an unconventional approach, 
which used the exit lanes for left-turn traffic dynam-
ically, to increase the capacity of heavily congested 
intersections. Li et al. [21] developed a variable lane 
control strategy that attributed lanes and generated 
signal control method according to the detector data. 
The results of the simulation experiment showed that 
the strategy could increase capacity and reduce delay. 
The implementations of the variable lane assignment 
began in France in the 1960s, and two important trails 
are currently under way in the Paris region and the 

Grenoble conurbation. The aim of the trails is to gain 
profit overall rather than locally [22].

Pre-signal as one of the means to provide TSP has 
been studied and implemented widely. The pre-signals 
have been used in Europe to provide transit priority 
for a long time [23]. Wu and Hornsell [24] proposed 
three categories of pre-signal based on a number of 
pre-signals that have been installed in the U.K., partic-
ularly in London. Buses in this study are subjected to 
the pre-signal as well as general traffic, which would 
provide partly priority to buses. Long [25] proved that 
the pre-signal control for buses in a real intersection 
performed better than passive bus priority, in terms of 
delay per person and vehicle. Xuan & Daganzo et al. 
[26] proposed a method that reorganized all the lanes 
upstream of an intersection using a mid-block pre-sig-
nal. The result shows that if drivers behave properly, 
the increasing of the capacity could be significant. This 
method has proven to be efficient but with a flaw that it 
requires the interval length of two successive intersec-
tions. Wang [27] developed a lane-based optimization 
model of signal timings, which considered lane mark-
ings and signal timings at the same time to improve 
the operation of intersections.

In summary it can be concluded that the TSP and 
DBL strategies have been widely explored; the impacts 
of TSP and DBL on general traffic have been evaluat-
ed, but not considered in the optimization method in 
previous studies. There have been a significant num-
ber of studies focusing on using the variable lane and 
pre-signal strategies to improve the performance of in-
tersection operation. The primary contribution of this 
paper is to provide bus signal priority on dedicated bus 
lanes as well as maximizing the capacity of intersec-
tions by integrating lane assignment and traffic signal 
control.

3. THE CONCEPT AND GENERAL NOTATION

3.1 Basic concept of IO control

Both TSP and DBL strategies cause reduction of 
the capacity for general traffic. The basic idea of the 
IO model is to use one or more general lanes as vari-
able lanes, which is designed to respond to stochastic 
traffic demand and alleviate capacity reduction when 
transit priority is provided. As shown in Figure 1, pre-sig-
nals are set on the upstream of the variable lane to 
announce the right-of-way. The variable lane function 
is activated only when an approaching bus is request-
ing signal priority. Bus detector should be located no 
later than the exit lane of the upstream intersection, 
and the earlier the better. When bus priority is re-
quested, the IO model will provide an optimized sig-
nal-timing plan, including pre-signal and main signal.  
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The pre-signal plan includes the use plan of variable 
lane and the duration time for each movement. The 
strategy used to calculate the bus priority time was 
proposed in a previous work [13], which provide effec-
tive bus priority under the constraints of bus schedule 
adherence or headway stability at intersections be-
tween two successive bus stops. 
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Figure 1 – Concept of integrated optimization control 

Figure 2 shows the process of the IO control meth-
od when bus priority is requested. The variable lanes 
may be used more than once in one cycle according to 
the optimized method. In a conventional intersection 
with four arms, the variable lanes can be used as both 

left-turn traffic lane and through traffic lane. Arrows 
are given as pre-signals for the announcement of the 
right-of-way. The green arrow for each movement will 
light up according to the corresponding phases in the 
main signal, and other movements receive a red ar-
row. Lane clearance is also considered when exchang-
ing the right-of-way.

3.2 Model assumptions

In this paper, buses operate in a dedicated bus lane 
and only one transit priority request can be served in 
one cycle. The first-come-first-serve rule is applied 
for multiple priority requests situation. The speed of 
buses is considered as a constant. To decrease the 
impacts of pedestrians and bikes on buses, only the 
bus lane in the middle of the road is considered in this 
paper. With the correction factor of bikes and pedes-
trians considered, the model can be applied to both 
setting form of bus lanes, bus lanes in the middle of 
the road or on the side of the road.

The assumptions are suitable for DBL operation, 
bus rapid transit (BRT) system and tram with dedicat-
ed lanes. The model is still suitable under the mixed 
traffic situation with the bus travel time model amend-
ed. The amendment should consider the bus speed 
fluctuation and queue length caused by general traffic.

The notations used hereafter are summarized in 
Table 1.

Main signal
•Left-turn

Pre-signal
•Left-turn green
•Through red

Pre-signal
•Left-turn red
•Through green

Main signal
•Left-turn

Pre-signal
•Left-turn red
•Through green

Main signal
•Through

Pre-signal
•Left-turn red
•Through red

Main signal
•Other
  directions

Figure 2 – Operating process of IO model

Table 1 – Notations and variables

Symbol Definition
Cmax Maximum of cycle length (s)
Cmin Minimum of cycle length (s)
eb The request of bus priority
e Extra effective green time that derives from the difference between actual and effective greens (s)
gij Minimum green duration for movement j in arm i

Li
c Length of variable lanes in arm i

Lij
b Bus travel length from the location bus detected to the intersection for bus movement j in arm i

N j
EL Number of exit lanes in arm j

Pi Transit priority strategies i
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4. METHODOLOGY

4.1 Objective function

Three criteria are usually employed for the optimi-
zation of signal settings: capacity maximization, cy-
cle length minimization and delay minimization. The 
purpose of this paper is to maximize the capacity of 
intersections during provision of TSP. Therefore, the 
capacity maximization is chosen as the optimization 
objective. Adopting the commonly used assumption 
that the turn proportions would remain constant [27], 
maximizing the reserve capacity is equivalent to maxi-
mizing the common flow multiplier, μ.

imizeMax n  (1)

4.2 Reserved capacity constraint
The traffic demand is allocated to all the lanes in 

every arm. The maximum traffic volume that still al-
lowed the intersection to operate reasonably well is 
defined as the traffic demand Q multiplied by the flow 
multiplier μ. The sum of the flow assigned to each lane 
equals the maximum traffic volume.

, , , ..., , , , ...,Q q i N j N1 2 1 2 1ij ijk
k

N

A A
1

i
AL

6n = = = -
=
/  (2)

4.3 Lane assignment constraints
1) Movement permitted on one lane 

Each traffic lane can permit only one movement to 
avoid conflict with buses on the dedicated bus lane, 
which can be specified as:

Symbol Definition
Qij Demand flow of movement j in arm i (veh/h)

T ji
b Bus travel time to the intersection from the time bus detected for bus movement j in arm i

qijk Assigned flow of movement j on k lane in arm i (veh/h)

'q ijk Assigned flow of movement j on k lane in arm i when bus priority provided (veh/h)
sik Saturation flow rate of lane k in leg i
vb Bus travel speed
yic Flow ratio of variable lanes in leg i
yik Flow ratio of lane k in leg i
δijk The permission of movement j on k lane in arm i
ζp Reciprocal of pre-signal cycle length (1/s)

iji
Start of green for movement j in arm i

'mli Start of green for movement j in arm i when bus priority requested
ρij Bus detected time for bus movement j in arm i
σij The permission of movement j on variable lanes in arm i

b
pqx Bus arrival time at intersections for bus movement p in arm q

i
c~ The ratio of clearance time of variable lanes in arm i

ijz Duration of green for movement j in arm i

' ijz Duration of green for movement j in arm i when bus priority requested
Δ1 Priority time 1
Δ2 Priority time 2

icH Start of green for variable lanes in arm i

ikH Start of green on k lane in arm i

icU Duration of green for variable lanes in arm i

ikU Duration of green on k lane in arm i

Ωijlm
Order of signal phase for a pair of mutually incompatible traffic movements (i, j) and (l, m), if the start of green 
of signal phase (l, m) follows that of signal phase (i, j), and for the reverse order

γ Flow ratio reduction coefficient of variable lanes
ε Allowing error of signal control timing
ζ Reciprocal of main-signal cycle length (1/s)
η Priority time for buses that can be optimized
μ Common flow multiplier

s} Set of incompatible signal groups
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, , , ..., , , , ...,i N k N1 1 2 1 2ijk
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(3)

2) Prohibited movement
Only the movement permitted on a lane can be as-

signed to it, which can be specified as:

, , , ..., , , , ..., ,
, , ...,

M q i N j N
k N

0 1 2 1 2 1
1 2

ijk ijk A A

i
AL

6$ $d = = -
=  

(4)

where M is an arbitrary large positive constant. If 
δijk=0, the movement is prohibited, and the assigned 
flow should be 0. Otherwise, if δijk=1, the assigned flow 
can be any positive value as long as it satisfies other 
constraints.

3) Permitted movements across adjacent lanes
For safety reasons, any two adjacent lanes k and  

k+1, from arm i, if the traffic movement i→j is permit-
ted on the lane k+1; the movement i→j+1 should be 
prohibited on lane k, which is shown as follows:

, , , ..., , , ..., ,
, ..., , , ...,

i N j N
k N m j N
1 1 2 1 1

1 1
ijk imk A A

i
AL

A

1 6$d d- = = -
= = +

+

 
(5)

4) Maximum permitted movements at the exit lanes
The number of exit lanes should be no less than 

the maximum number of entrance lanes that are as-
signed the flow to the exit lanes, which can be speci-
fied as the following equation:

( , , , ..., ,

, , ..., , )

maxN i N

j N i j

1 2
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EL

ijk
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AL
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=
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/

 

(6)

4.4 Signal timing constraints

1) Intersection main-signal timing
Cycle length: Let the maximum and minimum cycle 

lengths of the intersection be Cmax and Cmin, respec-
tively. Instead of defining the cycle length directly as 
a variable, its reciprocal ζ, is used as the variable to 
preserve the linearity in the mathematical formulation.

C C
1 1
min max
$ $g

 (7)

Start of green: since the signal timing at the in-
tersection is cyclic in nature, the starts of green can 
be picked arbitrarily along the time axis as long as 
they satisfy other relevant constraints. However, for  
linearity reason, all of the starts of the green variables 
are confined to the range of [0,1].

, , , ..., , , , ...,i N j N1 0 1 2 1 2 1ij A A6$ i = = -$  (8)

The start of green for the pair of movements from 
arm i to arm j and from arm j to arm i should be equal 
when they are in the same direction with the bus op-
eration (ijb).

, ij ijij ji
b6i i= =  (9)

, , , ..., ,ij ij m N m j1 1ij im
b

A6i i= = = - =Y Y  (10)

Duration of green: the duration of green is subject-
ed to the minimum green time gij, to satisfy the safety 
and comfortable requirement and can be set as:

, , , ..., , , , ...,g i N j N1 1 2 1 2 1ij ij A A6$ $z g = = -  (11)

The duration of green for the pair of movement 
from arm i to arm j and from arm j to arm i should be 
equal when they are in the same direction with the bus 
operation (ijb).

, ij ijij ji
b6z z= =  (12)

Sequence of signal phase: designate the set of in-
compatible signal groups as s} . For any two conflict 
signal phases, (lm) and (ij) in s} , the order of the sig-
nal displays is governed by a successor function [28], 
Ωijlm; where Ωijlm=0 represents the start of green of sig-
nal group (lm) following that of the signal group (ij), and  
Ωijlm=1 stands for the opposite. The following con-
straints can be set for the successor functions:

, ( ), ( )ij ml1ijlm lmij s6 ! }X X+ =  (13)

Lane signal settings: the signal timing of the move-
ment in a lane should be the same with the intersec-
tion signal timings set for the movement, which can be 
specified as:

( ) ( )M M1 1ijk ik ij ijk$ $d diH- - - -  (14)

( ) ( )M M1 1ijk ik ij ijk$ $d dzU- - - -  (15)

2) Pre-signal timing
The pre-signals are employed only when bus priori-

ty is requested, which can be described as eb=1.
Cycle length: For coordination purpose, the cycle 

length of the pre-signal should be the same as the 
main signal.

pg g=  (16)

Clearance time of variable lane: The clearance 
time is needed to empty the variable lane for different 
movements. For convenience, the ratio of the clear-
ance time in a cycle is used as the constraint. 

C
c v

L

i
g
i
c

~ =  (17)

Start of green: The start of green of the movement 
j on variable lane in arm i can be calculated as follows, 
as long as they satisfy other relevant constraints.

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

M e
M e
1 1

1 1
ijk ij

b
ij
c

ij i
c

ijk ij
b

$ $

$

d v i ~

d v

H- - - -
- - -  

(18)

Duration of green: To keep the operation order of 
intersections, the green duration of movement j on the 
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variable lane in arm i should not be larger than the 
main-signal.

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )

M e
M e
1 1

1 1
ijk ij

b
ij
c

ij

ijk ij
b

$ $

$

d v z f

d v

U- - - -
- - -  

(19)

4.5 Flow ratio constraints 

1) Flow ratio for normal lanes
The flow ratio of a lane is the ratio of the flow rate 

to the saturation flow rate, which can be expressed as:

, , , ..., , , ...,y s
q i N k N1 2 1ik

ik

ik
A i

AL6= = =  (20)

2) Flow ratio for variable lanes
Since frequent changing of the right-of-way on 

variable lanes may cause capacity reduction, the flow 
saturation of the variable lane should be reduced by 
coefficient c .

, , , ..., , , ...,y s
q i N k N1 2 1ic

ik

ik
A i

AL$ 6c= = =  (21)

3) Maximum acceptable degree of saturation
The maximum acceptable degree of saturation 

that ensures the intersection to perform well is defined 
as Ymax. The degree of saturation of each traffic lane 
should not be greater than the maximum acceptable 
degree of saturation.

' , , , ..., , , ...,Y e
Y i N k N1 2 1max

ik

ik
A i

AL6
gU

= + = =  (22)

4.6 Transit signal priority constraints

1) Location of variable lanes
When the approaching bus is requesting priority 

and the function of variable lane is activated, the loca-
tion of the variable lane is decided as follows:

, ,
, , ..., , , , ...,i N k N1 2 1 2

( )( ) ( )ijv ijk i j k ijk ij k

A i
AL

1 1 16

6

2d d d d d= =
= =

- - +

 
(23)

The first lane with the same direction to bus lane is 
set to be the variable lane.
2) Bus travel time

A bus detector should be set at the exit bus lane of 
the upstream intersection. The travel time of the bus 
from where it is detected to the intersection can be 
calculated as:

, , , ..., , , , ...,T v
L

i N j N1 2 1 2 1ij
b

b
ij
b

A A6= = = -  
(24)

3) Available priority strategies
Two types of transit signal priority strategies are 

employed in this paper, which are green extension and 

red truncation. The priority strategies can be specified 
as follows:

,
,
,

P
Green extension
No strategy
Red truncation

1
0
1

i =
-

Z

[

\

]]]]
]]]]

 

(25)

4) Priority strategies

The priority time of a bus in a certain intersection is 
generated by the optimization model proposed in the 
previous work [13]. The optimization model provided 
effective bus priority at intersections between two suc-
cessive bus stops according to the bus schedule.

To avoid severe changing of signals in intersec-
tions, coefficient η is used to keep the available pri-
ority time in a relatively small range. For example, as 
shown in Figure 3, , ,T T Td d d

1 2 3  are the bus detected time, 
η is the available priority time. Suppose the buses are 
detected at Td

1 , no strategy will be taken, while if they 
are detected at Td

2  or Td
3  , the strategies will be calcu-

lated as Equation 25. Solutions 1-4 in Figure 3 show the 
probable solutions of providing bus priority.

The priority time of a bus is decided by their detect-
ed time, travel time to the intersection and the avail-
able priority time, which can be specified as follows:

,
, , '

, , '

P
P
P

0
1
1

ml pq
b

ml ml i

ml ml pq
b

i ml ml

pq
b

ml i ml ml

1

2

# #

# #

# #

i x i z

i z x h z z

h x i g i i

D

D

+ =
+ = = +

+ = = --

Z

[

\

]]]]
]]]]  

(26)

T
Cpq

b
ij

ml
b

x t= +  (27)

C
T

ij
ml
b

ml ml1 t i zD = + - -  (28)

C
T

ml ij
ml
b

2 i g tD = + - -  (29)

5) Pre-signal signal timing
The pre-signal timing should be recalculated using 

the following equation after bus priority has been pro-
vided:

' , P 0ic ml c ii ~H = - =Y  (30)

' , P 0ic ml c i~z fU = - =- Y  (31)

6) Main signal timing
In response to the changing of traffic volume, the 

traffic flow and signal timing should be redistributed. 
To satisfy the signal timing and traffic flow require-
ment, the following constraints can be set:
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Figure 3 – Schematic plot of signal priority solutions

' 'ij ml pqi t z= +
 (32)

' C
'

ij ij

11

z z=
- gg_ i

 (33)

'
'

q q 2ijk ijk
ij

ij

z
z

= -c m  (34)

4.7 Solution method

There are two main parts of the integrated opti-
mization (IO) model: the signal timing part, including 
both main-signal and pre-signal, and the transit prior-
ity part. The IO model is a Mix-Integer-Non-Linear-Pro-
gram (MINLP) with the objective function as shown in 
Equation 1 and subjects to Equations 2-33. It is hard to 
obtain a global solution for this kind of problems. How-
ever, after examining the constraints, the variables that 
make the whole IO model non-linear have been found, 
including the length of the variable lane Li

c , and the 
length from the bus detected location to the intersec-
tion Lij

b , which is often the length of the link between 
two successive intersections. For implementation, the 
link length Lij

b  is often predetermined, and the length 
of the variable lane can be ranged in a set, which can 
be tried and put into the model by the brute force solu-
tion. The simplified method made the IO model turn 
to a Mix-Integer-Linear-Program (MILP) which can be 
solved by the standard branch-and-bound technique. 

The signal timings without bus priority are calculat-
ed by Equations 2-22. When bus priority is required, the 
signal timings and bus priority strategy should be re-
calculated by Equations 23-34. The bus priority strategy 
can be calculated as shown in Figure 4.

Bus detected

Travel time predicted

Arrival time & phase predicted

Bus priority strategy generated

Main signal 
timing plan

Bus priority 
provided

Pre-signal timing plan

e 1b =

P 0i =
P 0i =Y

Figure 4 – Bus priority process

5. APPLICABILITY ANALYSIS AND 
SIMULATION EVALUATION

5.1 Numerical analysis

This section presents the evaluation of the perfor-
mance of the proposed model by numerical analysis. 

Consider a four-arm intersection with dedicated 
bus lane, as shown in Figure 5. Three cases with differ-
ent numbers of through and left-turn lanes are studied 
as shown in Figure 5.

Common data input in all of the three cases is 
shown in Table 2. A waving area exists in the upstream 
of the variable lane. To maximize the adverse impact 
of the waving area and test the performance of the 
proposed model under a worse situation, the length of 
the variable lane is set at 50 meters and shorter than 
the queue length of that arm.
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Table 2 – Common data input

Variables Input Value

Number of arms NA=4

Original turning ratio Left-turn: 
Through=1:2

Maximum acceptable degree of 
saturation Ymax=90%

Saturation flow rate yik=yic=1,800 
(veh/h)

Minimum duration of green gij=6 (s)
Extra effective green time that derives 
from the difference between actual  
and effective greens

e=1 (s)

Speed of bus vb=40 (km/h)
Speed of general traffic vg=60 (km/h)

The flow volume inputs are presented in Table 3. To 
identify the applicability of the IO model, the conven-
tional priority method and the IO method have been 
compared. Variable lane strategy has been only em-
ployed in the IO method, and bus priority has been 
employed in both IO and conventional priority method. 
The maximum cycle length is set to be 120s.
1) Evaluation under different geometry layouts

Represented in Figure 6 is the capacity compari-
son between the IO model and the conventional pri-
ority method under different geometry layouts in the 
three cases. The priority time for buses is described 
as the proportion to a cycle time which is in the range 
of [5%, 30%] and the performance of the IO model is 
tested along the priority proportion axis. The capacity 
ratio axis is the ratio of the IO model to the convention-
al model. The conventional model differs from the IO 
model in the geometry layout part, which means that 
no variable lanes are considered in the conventional 
model while the IO model considered all factors de-
scribed in Section 2. 

As illustrated in Figure 6, the IO strategy shows its 
effectiveness in increasing the capacity of intersec-
tions, especially in the intersections with high volume 
and several traffic lanes. The IO method can increase 
the capacity of the intersection when bus priority is 

provided and performs better than the conventional 
priority method when the bus priority time is longer. 
The dissatisfactory performance of IO model shown in 
Figure 6c is analyzed to be caused by the reduction co-
efficient multiplied with the flow ratio of variable lanes.

Table 3 – Traffic demand under conventional situation

Traffic demand 
[pcu/h] To arm [number of lanes]

a) Case 1: left-turn (1) – variable (1) – through (1)
From arm 
[number of lanes] 1[3] 2[2] 3[3] 4[2]

1[3] - 250 500 200
2[3] 200 - 400 150
3[3] 400 200 - 200
4[3] 200 400 250 -

b) Case 2: left-turn (1) – variable (1) – through (2
From arm 
[number of lanes] 1[4] 2[2] 3[4] 4[2]

1[4] - 350 700 200
2[3] 200 - 400 150
3[4] 700 200 - 350
4[3] 150 150 400 -

c) Case 3: left-turn (2) – variable (1) – through (2)
From arm 
[number of lanes] 1[4] 2[2] 3[4] 4[2]

1[5] - 450 900 200
2[3] 400 - 200 150
3[5] 900 200 - 450
4[3] 150 150 400 -

2) Evaluation under different flow ratios

Under the same geometry layout in Case 1, chang-
ing the ratio of the left-turn to through traffic and keep-
ing the demand flow and cycle length the same are the 
basic concepts in this evaluation section. 

The flow ratio of left-turn to through traffic differs 
from 1:1 to 1:3 as shown in Figure 7. As the left-turn de-
mand increases, the capacity of the intersection firstly 
increases and then decreases. This phenomenon can 
be explained as follows:

Case 1: L(1)-V(1)-T(1) Case 2: L(1)-V(1)-T(2)

Dedicated bus laneDedicated bus laneDedicated bus lane

Variable lane

Variable laneVariable lane
k=1
k=2
k=3
k=4
k=5

k=1

k=2

k=3
k=4

k=1

k=2

k=3

Case 3: L(2)-V(1)-T(2)

Figure 5 – Numerical analysis: variable lane layouts (L:left-turn; V:variable; T:through)
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Figure 6 – Numerical analysis results: capacity comparison

Capacity can be increased for vehicles travelling in 
the same direction as the buses on the basis of the 
bus signal priority. The redundant time saved by TSP, 
the variable lanes, and the reduction of through traffic 
can be reallocated to the left-turn and other phases, 
so as to increase the capacity of the intersection.

Along with the increase of the left-turn traffic (im-
paired by TSP) and decrease of the through traffic 
(benefit from TSP), the utilization of variable lane in-
creases in the proposed IO method, showing higher 
capacity multiplier.
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Figure 7 – Numerical analysis results: different left-turn 
and through flow ratio in Case 1

5.2 Simulation evaluation

The geometry layout, traffic volume and signal plan 
in Case 2 in the numerical analysis are chosen to be 
the simulation environment. The cycle length is set to 
be 120 seconds and the variable lane is set to be 50 
metres long. Red truncation and 20 seconds are im-
plemented as the priority strategy and priority time, 
respectively. The frequency of buses is in the range 
of 2 minutes to 20 minutes. Using the control variable 
method and keeping the priority strategy and time 
unchanged, the bus frequency changed in the incre-
ments of 2 minutes according to the cycle length. The 
control variable method can compare the performance 
of the IO model to the OC model under the same bus 
priority strategy.

Three lines in Figure 8 stand for the proposed inte-
grated optimization (IO) method, conventional priority 
method and the original control (OC) situation, respec-
tively. As shown in Figure 8, both IO method and con-
ventional priority method increase the capacity of in-
tersection along with the bus frequency decrease, and 
the IO method performed better in maximizing the ca-
pacity of intersections. When the bus frequency is low-
er than 16 minutes/vehicle, the capacity with IO meth-
od could be larger than the OC situation, which means 
the capacity reduction caused by TSP can be regained 
by IO method under certain conditions. Figure 8 also 
shows the delay of the intersection under different 
methods, which decreases when bus frequency de-
creases. The delay of intersection under IO method is 
3.1% greater than the OC situation when bus frequen-
cy is 12 minutes/vehicle, and less than 3% when the 
bus frequency decreases.
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Figure 8 – Simulation results: capacity and delay

Figure 9 shows the performance of the IO method 
on capacity increase. The horizontal axis stands for 
the vehicles input while the vertical axis stands for 
the vehicles output. Both IO and conventional priority 
method performed well when the vehicles input is low, 
but the IO model increases more than 8% of capacity 
under high saturation degree situation. 
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Figure 9 – Simulation test results: throughput and bus 
frequency impact

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presents an integrated optimization 
model of lane assignment and traffic signal control 
for transit progression with DBL. Geometry layout, 
main-signal timing, pre-signal timing and transit prior-
ity are integrated in a unified framework. These prob-
lems have been formulated as MINLP and transformed 
into a series of MILP problem, which can be solved by 
the standard branch-and-bound technique. Finally, nu-
merical experiments and simulation tests validate the 
effectiveness of the proposed IO model. Test results 
indicate that the proposed IO method can increase the 
capacity of intersection in comparison with the conven-
tional bus priority method. A better performance can 
be achieved when bus frequency is low and left-turn 
vehicles occupy a relatively large proportion. The inter-
section delay also receives reduction by the IO method 
comparing to the conventional priority method.

In the future work, more extensive numerical exper-
iments, simulation tests can be conducted to assess 
the performance of the model under various demands 
and different driving behaviours. Another important 
work considers the arterial coordination situation in 
the model to provide integrated optimization in an ar-
terial. The problem of multi-requested priority could be 
another extension in the future work.
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郝妍熙 滕靖 王吟松 杨晓光

提升有公交优先措施的交叉口通行能力方法研究

摘要：

公交专用道和公交信号优先是两种最有效且低
成本的提高公交可靠性的方法。但同时，这些方法
会降低普通交通的通行能力。本文提出了一种综合
优化模型来提升有公交专用道的信号交叉口的运行
效率。本模型将车道划分，主信号控制，预信号控
制及公交优先综合考虑，形成了一个可以转化为线
型混合整数规划的非线性混合整数规划问题，本问
题可用分支定界法求解。本文用数理分析和VISSIM
仿真验证了模型的适用性并检验了模型的效率。实
验结果表明本文提出的模型在提高公交运行效率的
同时可以提高交叉口通行能力并减少普通车辆的延
误。

关键词：

城市道路，有效的公交信号优先，公交专用道，动
态车道划分
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